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When choosing an outdoor heating system or garage heater, consider Hanover's line of electric 
infrared heaters. Hanover's 31.5-inch tall carbon infrared heat lamp is the ideal choice to gather 
around and warm up to during cold outdoor activities. Use it for your patio, porch, balcony, garage, 
workshop, and more! Similar to sunshine, infrared heat is a radiant heat that warms a person or 
an object directly, rather than heating the air in-between. Carbon infrared heat is a soft, radiant 
heat that warms the skin efficiently. Infrared heat can be felt instantly as soon as you turn it on 
– no waiting for it to warm up. In addition, an outdoor infrared heater saves energy by using less 
power to create the same amount of heat as traditional gas heaters, and there is no smoke or 
fumes. Extend the use of your outdoor living space with a Hanover free-standing infrared heater 
and become the master of your domain.

Features

 » 31.5-in. tall electric carbon infrared heat lamp

 » Convenient top handle for easy portability

 » Designed for use on your patio, porch, balcony, garage, workshop, and more

 » Transmits comforting heat up to a 122 Sq. Ft.. radius

 » Carbon fiber technology for instant heat with no warm-up time

 » Carbon infrared heat is a softer radiant heat that warms the skin more efficiently

 » 1-year limited warranty with excellent Customer service

Electric Carbon Fiber Infrared Heat Lamp
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PERFORMANCE

Heat Range 122 sq. ft.

Number of Heat Settings 1

Heat Output (BTU) 5,118

Programmable Timer No

Remote Control No

Construction Aluminum houseing with 304 stainless steel cage

Warranty 1 year limited

ELECTRICAL RATINGS

Voltage / Frequency 120V 50-60hz

Wattage 1500 W

Rating IP44

Cord Length 6.2 Ft.

Plug Type 5-15P

PART NUMBER HAN1026ST-BLKHAN1026ST-BLK


